NSA OPERATIONS ORDER
NUMBER 313 (Change 5)

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Washington 25, D. C., 7 June 1955

CANCELLED WHEN CHANGE HAS BEEN ENTERED IN BASIC OPERATIONS ORDER

Amend the following paragraphs of the basic Operations Order:

Change paragraph 3.b.(2) of Section IV to read as follows:

"To distribute end-products to the 6920th Security Wing, to USN-27, to HQ, USAFSS, to NSA, to SSR CINCPAC, to SSO PACAF, and to other authorized recipients as designated by the CG, USAFSS, and the Director, NSA. Release directly to authorized consumers of spot and alert reports based on all elements of the intercept mission is authorized."

To Section IV, paragraph 3.b., add new sub-paragraph 3.b.(3) as follows:

"(3) To prepare and issue to authorized consumers all Special Weather Intelligence from exploitable systems found in local intercept."
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